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Abstract 

Analyzing and processing bug reports can provide valuable informa-
tion in software maintenance. However, some bug reports may contain 
unrelated information or just be a duplicated one. Thus, it will increase 
the eÿciency to flter out those bug reports before performing analysis. 
In this paper, we propose a new approach for bug report classifcation, 
based on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), which will label bug re-
ports as helpful or unhelpful. This approach achieves the purpose of 
reducing false positives and then improving the ranking performance by 
fltering out those unhelpful reports. Our model is tested over 9,000 
bug reports from three software projects. The paper starts from how 
the input data is prepared for the model, how the model works, what 
the performance of the optimal model is, comparing with other previous 
models, and the evaluation of results. The evaluation result shows that 
our model helps improve a state-of-the-art IR-based system’s ranking 
performance under a trade-o˙ between the precision and the recall. Our 
comparison experiments show that the RNN achieves the best trade-o˙ 
between precision and recall than other classifcation models, includ-
ing Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), multilayer perceptron, and a 
simple approach that classifes a bug report based on its length. In the 
situation that precision is more important than recall, our classifcation 
model helps for bug locating. 

Keywords— Recurrent neural networks, bug report, long short-term mem-
ory 
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1 Introduction and Background 
A software bug report is a descriptive document used to record the scenario of 
a software product’s unexpected behaviors. It provides information for devel-
opers to fnd the cause, which is usually a coding mistake called bug or defect 
[8]. During a software product’s life cycle, the development team will usually 
receive a large number of bug reports. Upon receiving a bug report, the as-
signee will usually use the report information to reproduce the problem [31] 
and perform code review [4] to locate the bug, which can be time-consuming 
[40]. 

To help developers alleviate such tedious e˙ort, several Information Re-
trieval (IR)-based automatic approaches have recently been proposed to re-
duce the bug-search space from the whole source code repository, which may 
contain thousands of fles, to a relatively smaller range (e.g., a list of several 
highly recommended fles). For example, Lam et al. [28] and Huo et al. [22, 23] 
use Deep Neural Networks (DNN) to learn how to relate source code fles to 
bug reports. Ye et al. [55, 54] develop a learning-to-rank model to combine 
various features for ranking source fles. Sahar et al. [48] and Zhou et al. [58] 
used Vector Space Model (VSM), Kim et al. [26] apply Naïve Bayes, Nguyen 
et al. [42] and Lukins et al. [37] use Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), Rao 
et al. [46] apply various IR models including VSM and LDA to measure the 
relationship between bug reports and source fles for recommendations. 

These IR-based approaches, unlike some other specturm-based approaches 
[10, 12, 44, 45, 36, 24, 3, 33, 25] that use runtime execution information to 
locate bugs, do not require running test cases. However, because they rely on 
the bug report content, the uneven quality of bug reports can be an impediment 
to the performance. 

According to a user study by Bettenburg et al. [6], in which they receive 
responses from 446 developers, there is usually a mismatch between what de-
velopers consider more helpful and what is provided in the bug reports. The 
quality of bug report contents can vary remarkably. Bug reports may pro-
vide insuÿcient or inadequate information for developers to fnd the cause 
[6, 26, 19]. On the other hand, some bug reports can be helpful to devel-
opers for manual searching but not for IR-based approaches. Take Eclipse 
bug 3055711 as an example, it reports a problem described as “Links in forms 
editors keep getting bolder and bolder ”. It provides information to reproduce 
the problem. Through a series of intra-group communications, developers re-
produced the abnormal scenario, got screenshots, performed manual investiga-
tions, and eventually fxed the bug in fle TextHyperlinkSegment.java. However, 
this buggy fle does not have explicit semantic relationship with the bug re-
port. So when we used the Lucene2 implementation of VSM to rank all the 

1https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/show_bug.cgi?id=305571 
2https://lucene.apache.org/core/2_9_4/scoring.html 
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source fles for this report, the buggy fle was ranked much lower than some 
irrelevant fles such as FormPage.java and FormEditor.java that have greater 
lexical similarity with the report. 

As such, for low-quality reports and reports that do not semantically relate 
to the actual bug, instead of running an IR-based ranking system to obtain in-
correct recommendations, keeping silent can reduce false positives and increase 
the average ranking precision. 

Kim et al. [26] proposed a two-phase model that frst classifes bug re-
ports into either “predictable” or “defcient” and then locates bugs for only 
“predictable” reports. Their model uses fxed buggy fles as labels and applies 
Naïve Bayes to classify a “predictable” report with a specifc label (buggy fle). 
However, if a new buggy fle has not been fxed before, it would not be con-
sidered as a label and hence cannot not be located. Despite of this problem, 
Kim’s work inspire us to, before applying a specifc IR-based system to fnd 
the bug, perform classifcation to flter out defcient reports and reports that 
are unhelpful to the IR-based system. 

This paper proposes a pre-fltering approach using Recurrent Neural Net-
work to classify bug reports as either “predictable” or “unpredictable”. A Re-
current Neural Network (RNN) is a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)-based 
network [18] for learning features from sequence data. We use RNN to learn 
from bug reports and their vector representations, which then serve as input 
features to a Softmax layer for classifcation. If a bug report is classifed as 
“predictable”, we use an existing IR-based system to help locate the bug, oth-
erwise, we keep silent. 

We test our classifcation approach over 11,000 bug reports from three 
large-scale open source Java projects. Experiments show that, under a trade-
o˙ between the classifcation recall and precision, our approach can help an 
IR-based bug-locating system achieve better ranking result. We also perform 
evaluations on comparing RNN model with Convolutional Neural Network 
(CNN) [34], multilayer perceptron [20], and a simple baseline approach classi-
fying a bug report based on its length with the assumption that larger content 
may contain more helpful information. Results show that the simple baseline 
approach can achieve comparably result with multilayer perceptron. RNN and 
CNN perform better than the others. RNN achieves the best trade-o˙ between 
precision and recall. 

The main contributions of this paper include: a bug report pre-fltering 
model to flter out “unpredictable” reports before running an IR-based system 
for bug locating; an adaptation of LSTM in the task of bug report classifca-
tion; extensive evaluations to compare the e˙ectiveness of LSTM with CNN, 
multilayer perceptron, and a simple baseline approach. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 draws an overall 
picture of pre-work: the pre-fltering model for bug locating. Section 3 details 
the adaptation of Recurrent Neural Network for bug report classifcation. Sec-
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Figure 1: High level architecture: pre-fltering before ranking. 

tion 4 introduces CNN, multilayer perceptron, and a simple baseline approach 
used for comparisons. Section 5 presents the result and evaluation analysis. 
The paper ends in Section 6 with future work and conclusion remark. 

2 Pre-work: Bug Report Pre-Filtering 
Figure 1 shows the high level architecture of the bug report pre-fltering ap-
proach. When a new bug report is received, it will frst be classifed by a 
classifcation model into one of the two categories: “predictable” and “unpre-
dictable”. A “predictable” report is considered as informative and helpful to 
an IR-based ranking system for bug locating. It serves as input to the rank-
ing system, which uses the report content to rank all the source code fles 
and recommend the top ranked ones as “buggy” to developers to review. An 
“unpredictable” report, instead, is considered unhelpful to the IR-based rank-
ing system and will be discarded. By keeping silent on unhelpful reports, the 
ranking system can reduce the number of false positives and make the recom-
mendations be more trustworthy. 

3 Bug Report Classifcation using RNN 
The architecture of the classifcation model is shown in Figure 2. Given a 
bug report, it takes as input the vector representations of words in the report 
to a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) implemented with LSTM units. The 
output of the LSTM unit at the last time step is fed into a fully connected layer, 
followed by the Softmax model that produces the categorical distribution. 

The following subsections detail each step of this process. 
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Figure 2: Bug-report classifcation architecture: using LSTM. 

3.1 From Bug Report to Bug Report Matrix 

Given a bug report, its summary and its description are concatenated into 
one document. Punctuation and numerical numbers are removed. Then the 
text is split by white space and a bag-of-words T of the document is obtained: 
T = (w1, w2, w3, ...wN ), where wi is a word token in the report and N is the 
total number of words. 

Next, every word token wi is represented with a d-dimensional vector of real 
numbers wi called word embedding that captures some contextual semantic 
meanings [35]. We use Mikolov’s Skip-gram model [32] to learn word embed-
dings with size of 100 on the Wikipedia data dumps3 . Those unseen words, 
that are not in the Wiki vocabulary, are represented by using a vector that all 
100 elements are randomly generated within the range of (−1, 1). 

Bug reports may have di˙erent lengths. RNN can work on variable-length 
sequence input. However, when we train and update the LSTM network, we 
use multiple bug reports (e.g., 64) in a mini-batch to compute the gradient of 
the cost function at each step. For simplicity, we set a fxed size of 100 to all 

3https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/ 
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Figure 3: An LSTM Network. 

the bug reports so that a training batch can be represented by a single tensor 
in the TensorFlow implementation of RNN4. A bug report with less than 100 
words will be padded with zero vectors. 

Then the original bag-of-words T of a bug report is converted into a matrix 
of real numbers: M∈ R100x100, where M = (w1, w2, 
w3, ..., w100) and wi ∈ R100 is the embedding of word wi. We call this matrix 
a bug report matrix that serves as input to the LSTM network. 

3.2 From Bug Report Matrix to Feature Vector 

An LSTM network is a RNN using LSTM units in the hidden layer, where 
an LSTM unit is composed of a memory cell and three multiplicative gates 
(an input gate, an output gate, and a forget gate) [18]. An LSTM (memory) 
cell ct ∈ Rm is a m-dimensional vector that stores m values (states) of the 
hidden layer at time step t. The three multiplicative gates are used to control 
the memory of the hidden states and the update of the output. RNNs allow 
information (weights of connections between the input and the hidden layer) 
to be accumulated from previous time steps. They are powerful for modeling 
dependencies in time series [50, 16]. Traditional RNNs are diÿcult to train 
on long sequence due to the vanishing gradient problem [5]. LSTM networks 
e˙ectively alleviate this problem by using the multiplicative gates to learn 
long-term dependencies over long periods of time. 

The LSTM network takes the bug report matrix M as a time series input 
(from w1 to w100). At each time step, as shown Figure 3, an embedding wi 

is fed into the LSTM network, where the output hi ∈ Rm of an LSTM unit is 
determined based on three types of input: the current embedding wi ∈ R100 , 
the previous LSTM output hi−1 ∈ Rm, and the content of the memory cell 
ci−1 ∈ Rm from the previous time step, where m is the number of hidden units 
(states) in the memory cell. 

In this paper, the output of the LSTM unit from the last time step h100 ∈ 
Rm is used as the fnal output h of the LSTM network. It is a feature vec-
tor representation of the original bug report that captures the structural and 
semantic dependencies. 

4https://www.tensorfow.org/tutorials/recurrent 
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3.3 From Feature Vector to Categorical Distribution 

The output of the LSTM network h ∈ Rm is fed into a fully connected layer 
with rectifer (ReLU) [41] activation function. 

x = max(f , 0), f = UT h + b (1) 

The output x ∈ Rn of the fully connected layer is shown in Equation 1, 
where U ∈ Rmxn is the weighting matrix initialized using the Glorot uniform 
scheme [15], b ∈ Rn is the bias, and n = 2 is the number of categories. It 
serves as input to a Softmax model. 

Softmax normalizes x ∈ Rn into a new n-dimensional vector ỹ with real 
numbers in the range [0, 1]. The elements of ỹ sum up to 1. So it can be used 
as the categorical (probability) distribution over all the possible categories: 
“predictable” and “unpredictable”. 

exp(vi
T x) 

ỹi = P (r ∈ i|x) = σ(vi
T x) = P2 , i ∈ [1, 2] (2) 

k=1 exp(vk
T x) 

Given x, the probability of the ith category for bug report r is denoted in 
Equation 2, where v is the weighting vector. 

Finally, the bug report is classifed to the category with the largest proba-
bility value. 

3.4 Model Training 

Parameters of the LSTM network, fully connected layer, and the Softmax 
model are trained on minimizing the cross-entropy error using Adam (adaptive 
moment estimation) optimizer [27]. 

X nX 
J(w) = (yi log ỹi + (1 − yi) log(1 − ỹi)) (3) 

r∈R i=1 

The cross-entropy cost function is shown in Equation 3, where yi is the ob-
served probability of category i for bug report r, ỹi is the estimated probability, 
R denotes a training batch. 

Before training, the training set is split into small batches. During training, 
the models are updated using the gradient of the cost function computed over 
a mini-batch set. Using batches improves training eÿciency, helps avoid local 
minima, and achieves better convergence [16]. 

One cycle (a forward pass and a backward pass) through all the training 
data is called an epoch. Let T denotes the training set and R be a mini-batch, 
the number of batches is num_batches = |T ||R|−1 . So each epoch updates 
the models num_batches times . 
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The models are trained over a maximum 500 epochs with an earlier stop-
ping criterion, which deems convergence when seeing a certain number (e.g., 
10) of continuous performance degrade on the validation dataset. To achieve 
more robust convergence, we also apply the variational dropout technique [14] 
during training, which reduces over-fttings by randomly cleaning up some 
input, output, and hidden units. 

Bug Report Classifcation using CNN, Multi-
layer Perceptron, and a Simple Baseline 

This section introduces bug report classifcation using Convolutional Neural 
Network (CNN), multilayer perceptron, and a simple baseline approach for 
comparisons with using RNN. 

4.1 CNN for Bug Report Classifcation 

A CNN is a deep feedforward neural network composed of one or more convo-
lutional layers with subsamplings (poolings) [34]. Unlike RNNS that memorize 
the past and use the previous output to update the current states, information 
in CNNs passes through in one direction and never go back. While LSTM net-
works are powerful for learning long-term dependencies from time series, CNNs 
learn dependencies from spatial locality and work e˙ectively on 2-D structure 
(e.g., image) [47]. 

Figure 4 shows the overall architecture of using CNN for bug report clas-
sifcation. In this paper, we use a CNN with two convolution layers with max 
poolings followed by two fully connected layers with sigmoid the activation 
function. It takes as input a bug report matrix M ∈ R100x100 as described in 
Section 3.1. The frst convolutional layer uses eight fxed-size (5x5) flters to 
perform convolution operations over the input matrix and outputs the same 
number of feature maps. A max pooling layer reduces the size of the feature 
maps by subsampling. The second convolutional layer using sixteen flters 
takes as input the output of the frst layer. The fully connected layers (with 
fan-out of 512 and 2 respectively) project the sixteen feature maps from the 
second convolutional layer to a vector that serves as input to the Softmax 
model for computing the probability distribution. 

We use the same training procedure as discussed in Section 3.4 to train the 
models (CNN and Softmax) by minimizing the cross-entropy cost function per 
mini-batch over a maximum 500 epochs with an early stopping criterion. 
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Figure 4: Bug-report classifcation architecture: using CNN. 

4.2 Multilayer Perceptron for Bug Report Classifcation 

A multilayer perceptron is a feedforward neural network that projects data 
from the input layer to a linear separable space through multiple hidden layers 
with activation functions [20]. 

f1(x) = G1(W1x + b1), f2(x) = G2(W2f1(x) + b2), ... (4) 

Given input x, the output fi(x) of the ith hidden layer is shown in Equa-
tion 4, where Wi and bi are the weights matrix and bias, Gi is the activation 
function. 

We use a multilayer perceptron with three hidden layers all using 500 com-
putation nodes and sigmoid the activation function. A bug report matrix M 
is unpacked to a vector that serves as input to the frst hidden layer. The 
output of the last hidden layer is fed into a fully connected layer followed by a 
softmax model to estimate the categorical probabilities. 

The models are trained by minimizing the cross-entropy function using the 
same training scheme as discussed in the previous sections. 

4.3 A Simple Baseline Approach for Bug Report Classi-
fcation 

We build a simple baseline approach for bug report classifcation based on 
a simple assumption that longer content of a report contains more helpful 
information related to the bug. 
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def classify(report, threshold): 
get the bag-of-words of the report 
set n = |bag-of-words|
if n > threshold: 

return "predictable” 
else: 

return "unpredictable” 

Figure 5: Classifying a bug report based on its length. 

The simple baseline approach is shown in Figure 5. If the length of a 
bug report is greater than a given threshold value, we deem it “predictable”, 
otherwise, “unpredictable”. 

Unlike the neural-network approaches taking as input a bug report matrix 
created using word embeddings, this simple baseline approach uses the raw 
report as input. Although it does not learn any lexical or semantic meanings, 
it catches a simple but important structural information: the report size. This 
simple approach is general enough, as a comparison baseline, to work on any 
types of reports. 

Evaluation 
This section discusses a set of extensive experiments to evaluate the e˙ective-
ness of the LSTM-based bug report classifcation approach on the bug locating 
task. Generally, we want to see whether this approach is able to flter out 
unhelpful bug reports to an IR-based system, whether it helps improve the 
bug-locating performance, what is the trade-o˙ between precision and recall, 
and what is the di˙erence in terms of performance between using di˙erent 
classifcation models. 

5.1 IR-based Bug Locating System 

We use a recent bug locating system provided by Ye et al. [55] in our experi-
ments because: 1) it is an IR-based system; 2) it can be acquired; 3) it provides 
comparably good results with other state-of-the-art systems [28, 29]. This sys-
tem uses a Learning-to-Rank technique combining Word-Embedding-based 
features and VSM-based features for bug locating. We denote it as LRWE in 
this paper. 
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Table 1: Benchmark Projects: bug reports are split into a testing, a validation 
and a training set. 

Project Time Range # reports for testing # reports for validation # reports for training total 
Eclipse Platform UI 2001-10 – 2014-01 1,156 500 2,000 3,656 

SWT 2002-02 – 2014-01 817 500 1,500 2,817 
JDT 2001-10 – 2014-01 632 500 1,500 2,632 

5.2 Benchmark Datasets 

We use the same benchmark dataset with [54, 55, 28, 29, 11] as shown in Ta-
ble 1. Totally 9,105 bug reports and the corresponding source code packages 
from Eclipse Platform UI, SWT, and JDT are checkout and used in our ex-
periments. We split these bug reports into a training dataset for training the 
classifcation models, a validation dataset for checking whether the models are 
converged or not, and a testing dataset for providing the testing result. 

5.3 Labeling the Data 

Data labeling provides the ground truth for the experiments. The goal of our 
bug report classifcation is to flter out unhelpful bug reports while keeping 
the helpful ones to an IR-based bug locating system for improving locating 
performance and reducing false positives. So the assessment of a bug report’s 
helpfulness (“predictable” or “unpredictable”), instead of being done manually, 
should be performed automatically by the IR-based system used in the exper-
iments. 

We perform data labeling by running the chosen bug locating system LRWE 
for all the bug reports. More specifcally, for every bug report, we run LRWE on 
the corresponding source code package checked out from a commit right before 
its fx commit. The output of the system is a ranked list of all the source code 
fles, from which we label the bug report as “predicitable” to the system if at 
least one buggy fle can be seen within the top N positions. Otherwise, if the 
top N fles in the ranked list are all irrelevant fles, we label the bug report 
as “unpredictable”. According to Miller’s 7 ± 2 law [39], humans are able to 
handle seven plus or minus two tasks simultaneously. So we choose N = 10 
under the assumption that a ranked list is useful to users if a real bug locates 
within the top 10 recommendations. 

The output of data labeling is a set of 9,105 bug reports labeled as either 
“predictable” or “unpredictable” as the ground truth. 

5.4 Evaluation Metrics 

We evaluate our bug report classifcation approach from two perspectives. 
First, we want to test its classifcation performance. Second, we want to test if 
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it can help improve the IR-based bug locating system’s ranking performance. 
So we run experiments using the following evaluation metrics: 

• true positive : a “predictable” bug report that is also classifed as “pre-
dictable” 

• false positive : an “unpredictable” bug report that is classifed as “pre-
dictable” 

• true negative: an “unpredictable” bug report that is also classifed as 
“unpredictable” 

• false negative: a “predictable” bug report that is classifed as “unpre-
dictable” 

• Accuracy : a standard metric measuring the correctness of the classif-
cation results. 

|true positives| + |true nagatives|
Accuracy = (5)

the totally number of instances 

• Precision : a standard metric measuring the usefulness of the classifca-
tion results. 

|true positives|
P recision = (6)

|true positives| + |false positives| 

• Recall : a standard metric measuring the completeness of the classifca-
tion results. 

|true positives|
Recall = (7)

|true positives| + |false negatives| 

• F-Measure : a standard metric combining both Precision and Recall to 
measure the classifcation performance. 

P recision · Recall 
F -Measure = (1 + β) · (8)

β2 · P recision + Recall 

When we give equal weights to Precision and Recall by setting β = 1, 
we have F1-Measure that is called the harmonic mean of Precision and 
Recall. 
When we give more weights to Precision by setting β = 0.5, we have 
F0.5-Measure that considers Precision is more important. 

• Mean Average Precision (MAP): a standard metric measuring the over-
all ranking performance of an IR system [38]. It is defned as the mean of 
the average precision over all queries. MAP is widely used in measuring 
the ranking performance of IR-based bug locating systems [22, 23, 28, 
48, 54, 55, 58]. 
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• Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR): a metric measuring the ranking perfor-
mance of an IR system on the frst recommendation [51]. 

We use Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F1-Measure and F0.5-Measure to eval-
uate the bug report classifcation results. We use MAP and MRR to measure 
the IR system’s ranking results. 

5.5 Training and Testing Procedure 

As discussed in Section 3.4, the models are trained over a maximum 500 epochs 
with an early stopping criterion. 

max_epochs = 500 
patience = 10 
best_accuracy = 0 
prior_accuracy = 0 
for(epoch = 0; epoch < max_epoch; 
epoch++): 

train the model over all the batches in 
one cycle 

run the model on the validation set 
if Accuracy > best_accuracy: 

best_accuracy = Accuracy 
test the model on the testing set 
patience = 10 

else if Accuracy > prior_accuracy: 
patience = 10 

else: 
patience = patience - 1 
if patience < 0: 

return the testing results 
prior_accuracy = Accuracy 

test the model on the testing set 
return the testing results 

Figure 6: The training and testing procedure. 

Figure 6 shows the details of our training and testing procedure. When 
the models are trained over every epoch, we test the models on the validation 
dataset and keep track of the performance. If a continuous decrease of the 
validation Accuracy is observed over 10 times, we assume the models are con-
verged and stop the training process. At the end, we report the results on the 
testing dataset when the models produce the best validation Accuracy. 
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5.6 Tuning the Hyperparameters 

We tune models’ hyperparameters on the validation dataset using the the same 
procedure as shown in Figure 6 but without testing on the testing set. 

For LSTM-network, the number of hidden units in the memory cell is set 
to 32, the dropout rate on the input layer is 0.9, the output dropout rate is 
0.7, and the learning rate 0.003. 

For CNN, the frst convolutional layer uses eight flters with size 5x5. The 
second convolutional layer uses sixteen 5x5 flters. The pooling size is 2x2. 
The fan-out of the frst fully connected layer is 512. 

For multilayer perceptron, all three hidden layers use 500 internal nodes. 
The learning rates for both CNN and perceptron are 0.001. The training 

batch size for these three models are all set to 64. 
The length thresholds of the simple baseline approach are chosen based on 

its performance on the validation set as well. Specifcally, we set the thresholds 
to be 7,6,7 for the three benchmark projects respectively. 

5.7 Results and Analysis 

The rest of this section reports results to answer the following research ques-
tions. 

RQ1: Can the LSTM-network approach help flter out “unpredictable” bug re-
ports, compared with using other classifcation models? 

RQ2: Can the LSTM-network approach help improve the ranking performance 
of the IR-based system on bug locating? 

RQ3: Can we further increase the Precision? If so, what is the trade-o˙ between 
Precision and Recall? 

5.7.1 RQ1 

Can the LSTM-network approach, compared with using other classifcation 
models, helps flter out “unpredictable” bug reports? 

To answer the frst research question, we run di˙erent classifcation models 
on three benchmark projects. The results are shown in Table 2, where each 
column shows the results of a model on di˙erent projects. 

We obtain the following observations from the results: (1) Compared with 
not doing bug report classifcation, using the LSTM-network approach helps 
(as Precision increases) flter out “unpredictable” reports. (2) While the LSTM-
network increases the classifcation precision, it drops the recall. It helps reduce 
false positives but also reduce true positives. (3) Using LSTM-network can in-
crease F0.5-Measure but may decrease F1-Measure. If we consider Precision 
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Table 2: Classifcation results of using di˙erence models: MLP refers to the 
multilayer perceptron model, SB refers to the simple baseline approach, and 
NC (No Classifcation) refers to classifying all the instances (bug reports) as 
positive (“predictable”). 

Project Metric LSTM CNN MLP SB NC 

Eclipse Accuracy 0.670 0.650 0.645 0.658 0.658 
Platform Precision 0.703 0.672 0.676 0.672 0.658 

UI Recall 0.862 0.901 0.884 0.939 1 
F1-Measure 0.775 0.770 0.766 0.783 0.794 

F0.5-Measure 0.730 0.708 0.709 0.712 0.706 
SWT Accuracy 0.694 0.685 0.692 0.659 0.692 

Precision 0.694 0.698 0.692 0.700 0.692 
Recall 1 0.963 0.884 0.887 1 

F1-Measure 0.819 0.809 0.783 0.783 0.818 
F0.5-Measure 0.739 0.738 0.738 0.731 0.738 

JDT Accuracy 0.763 0.747 0.710 0.737 0.759 
Precision 0.762 0.761 0.758 0.761 0.759 
Recall 1 0.971 0.908 0.952 1 

F1-Measure 0.865 0.853 0.823 0.846 0.863 
F0.5-Measure 0.8 0.796 0.784 0.793 0.797 

and Recall are equally important, LSTM may not help. But if we prefer preci-
sion over recall under a certain trade-o˙ (F0.5-Measure), using LSTM-network 
helps. (4) Using LSTM-network achieves better classifcation performance than 
using CNN, multilayer perceptron, and the simple baseline approach. It shows 
that the long-term dependencies learned by LSTM is useful to decide the use-
fulness of a bug report to IT-based bug locating. (5) Interestingly, the simple 
baseline approach provides comparable performance with CNN and multilayer 
perceptron. One potential reason may be because the content size of a report 
is more important than the locality dependencies of the bug report matrix. 
(6) We also observe that the performance di˙erence between LSTM and other 
models on SWT and JDT, compared with on Eclipse, are marginal. One po-
tential reason may be the smaller training size and testing size. But it still 
produces better precisions while even keeping the same F1-Measure and better 
F0.5-Measure on these two projects. 

Overall, the LSTM-network shows better results on the three benchmark 
projects especially on Eclipse Platform UI. So we answer RQ1 that the LSTM-
network approach helps flter out “unpredictable” bug reports under a certain 
trade-o˙ (F0.5-Measure) between recall. 

5.7.2 RQ2 

Can the LSTM-network approach helps improve the ranking performance of the 
IR-based system on bug locating? 

To test whether our approach helps improve the IR-based system on bug lo-
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Table 3: Bug locating results: SB refers to the simple baseline approach, 
NC (No Classifcation) refers to classifying all the instances (bug reports) as 
positive (“predictable”). 

Project Metric LSTM SB NC 

Eclipse 
Platform 

UI 

MAP 
MRR 
Recall 

F0.5-Measure 

0.405 
0.460 
0.862 
0.730 

0.382 
0.432 
0.939 
0.712 

0.369 
0.419 

1 
0.706 

SWT MAP 
MRR 
Recall 

F0.5-Measure 

0.383 
0.444 

1 
0.739 

0.393 
0.455 
0.887 
0.731 

0.382 
0.443 

1 
0.738 

JDT MAP 
MRR 
Recall 

F0.5-Measure 

0.430 
0.521 

1 
0.8 

0.425 
0.520 
0.952 
0.793 

0.425 
0.516 

1 
0.797 

cating, we apply our LSTM-based model on bug reports in the testing dataset 
and run the IR-based bug locating system LRWE on only the “predictable” 
reports. Table 3 shows the comparison results with not doing bug report clas-
sifcation. We observed an obvious performance improvement in terms of MAP 
and MRR over both the simple baseline approach and not doing classifcation 
on Eclipse Platform UI. For SWT the JDT, like in Table 3, the advantage is not 
obvious. It may caused by the smaller training and testing size. We leave it to 
future work to collect more data and perform more fne-grained tuning of these 
two projects. To save time, we do not run experiments on CNN and multilayer 
perceptron because they do not show comparable classifcation performance 
with LSTM in the previous section. 

Our answer to RQ2 is that the LSTM-network approach, under the trade-
o˙ (F0.5-Measure) between recall, helps improve the IR-based bug location 
system’s ranking performance. 

5.7.3 RQ3 

Can we further increase the Precision? If so, what is the trade-of between 
Recall? 

As discussed in Section 3.3, a bug report is classifed to a category based 
on its categorical probabilities, which are computed as output by the Softmax 
model. That is, based on the output of Softmax, we classify a report as 
“predictable” when P (“predictable00) > P (“unpredictable00) even the di˙erence 
is marginal. 

To further increase the classifcation precision, instead of classifying a re-
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port to the category with larger probability, we perform classifcation using a 
fxed value as the threshold. That is, we classify a bug report as “predictable” if 
P (“predictable00) > threshold and “unpredictable” otherwise. Our assumption 
is that the bigger threshold the more confdence of the model in classifying a 
report as “predictable”. 

We run experiments using di˙erent classifcation models on the Eclipse 
Platform UI project by tuning the probability threshold from 0 to 1. For 
the simple baseline approach, we tune the length as the the threshold. Then 
we draw a learning curve for each evaluation metric. The learning curves 
are shown in Figure 7 for LSTM, Figure 8 for CNN, Figure 9 for multilayer 
perceptron, and Figure 10 for the simple baseline approach. 

An overall observation from the results is that the precision increases when 
we increase the threshold, but the recall drops. When we give more preference 
to precision, we observe that the F0.5-Measure value also increase. 

More specifcally, take the LSTM result shown in Figure 7 for example, both 
Precision and F0.5-Measure increase with the probability threshold. When the 
threshold is set to 0, which means no classifcations at all, the Precision is 0.658 
and the F0.5-Measure is 0.706. After we increase the threshold to 0.5, we obtain 
the result shown in Table 2, where Precision is 0.703 and F0.5-Measure is 0.73. 
Then we continue to increase the probability threshold. When the threshold 
increases to 0.8, which means that we classify a bug report as “predictable” 
only when P (“predictable00) > 0.8, the Precision also increases from 0.703 to 
0.716, and the F0.5-Measure increases from 0.73 to 0.735. 

Next, to get more insights into the di˙erence between models, we compare 
the changes of precision over the changes of recall in Figure 11, from which 
we clearly observe that the LSTM-network (RNN) model achieves better per-
formance in terms of Precision than other models before the Recall drops too 
much. We also observe that CNN gives better Precision when Recall drops 
below 0.5 that is too low to be useful. 

In summary, we answer RQ3 that we can further increase the Precision 
while keeping a certain trade-o˙ (in terms of F0.5-Measure) between recall. 
The LSTM-network achieves the best trade-o˙ between Precision and Recall. 

Figure 7: Learning curves for LSTM. 
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Figure 8: Learning curves for CNN. 

Figure 9: Learning curves for multilayer perceptron. 

Figure 10: Learning curves for the simple baseline approach. 
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Figure 11: Precision vs. Recall. 

Related Work 
In this section, we describe work in other areas of IR-based bug report handling, 
other uses of neural networks in software engineering, and briefy touch on non-
IR-based approaches to bug report handling. 

6.1 Bug Report Handling 

Lam et al. [28] seeks to improve bug report handling by automating the task 
of associating buggy fles with a bug report. In order to overcome the lexical 
mismatch problem of the natural language used in bug reports not matching 
the terms and code tokens in source fles, they combined rSVM information 
retrieval with deep neural networks to associate terms in bug reports to terms 
in source fles. Their resulting model, DnnLoc, is able to suggest likely source 
code fles that contain the bug described in a bug report. 

Huo et al. [22, 23] propose a couple of approaches to localize buggy source 
fles from a bug report. They frst propose a novel convolutional neural network 
NP-CNN that leverages the structural information of source code in addition 
to the lexical information to accomplish this task. They follow with another 
model LS-CNN that combines CNN and LSTM to additionally utilize the 
sequential information of source code. 

Ye et al. [55, 54] develops a learning-to-rank model to combine various 
features for ranking source fles for bug reports. The model is trained using 
source code contents, API descriptions of the code, bug-fxing history, and the 
code change history information of previously solved bug reports. Further work 
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to bridge the lexical gap between bug reports and source fles was done using 
word embeddings to train a model to estimate semantic similarities between 
bug reports, source code, and API/reference documents. 

Zhou et al. [58] implemented BugLocator that locates fles based on rank-
ing by textual similarity of bug reports and source code using a revised Vector 
Space Model (rSVM). Sahar et al. [48] outperforms BugLocator with BLUiR 
that uses structural information of code to enable more accurate bug localiza-
tion. 

Kim et al. [26] apply Naïve Bayes to localize source code fles for a bug 
report based on previously fxed fles as labels. In order to improve localiza-
tion accuracy, they add an initial phase where bug reports are classifed to 
predictable or defcient based on prediction history of resolved bug reports. 
Defcient bug reports are not localized to code to avoid misleading recommen-
dations. 

Lukins et al. [37] use a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) based technique 
that is accurate and scaleable for automatic bug localization. Nguyen et al. [42] 
uses the shared technical aspects in the text of bug reports and corresponding 
source code to implement a LDA based system BugScout to correlate reports 
to buggy code. 

Rao et al. [46] compared Unigram Model, Vector Space Model, Latent Se-
mantic Analysis Model, Latent Dirichlet Allocation Model, and Cluster Based 
Document Model for bug localization. They found that more sophisticated 
models (LDA, LSA, CBDM) did not outperform simpler text models (UM, 
VSM). 

Determining the severity of bug reports automatically is another area where 
handling of bug reports can be improved. Lamkanf et at. [30] use a Naïve 
Bayes based approach to investigate if severity can be accurately predicted. 
They conclude that a suÿcient training set can achieve reasonable prediction 
accuracy. Zhang et al. [56] describe a system to fnd similar historical bug 
reports utilizing a modifed REP algorithm and K-Nearest Neighbor. Then, 
an improved performance severity prediction algorithm is developed with the 
extracted features of the bug reports. 

Another direction for reducing e˙ort of handling bug reports is to automate 
triage of bug reports to developer(s) that are likely to resolve them. Anvik et 
al. [1, 2] used support vector machines and other machine learning approaches 
to implement developer recommending models achieving varying degrees of 
precision. Hu et al. [21] implement recommendation method called Bug Fixer 
that utilizes historic information of source code components where developers 
have have fxed bugs previously. Zhang et al. [57] implement a hybrid system 
that utilizes unigram model to fnd similar bug reports and then recommends 
a developer based on developer’s probability to fx and a model of developer’s 
activity and experience. Bhattacharya et al. [7] employ a set of machine 
learning tools and tossing graphs to accurately assign bugs to developers. Xuan 
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et al. [53] use a model of instance selection and feature selection determined 
by historic bug data sets to reduce data scale and improve accuracy of bug 
triage. Shokripour et al. [49] uses an approach that uses noun extraction and 
simple term weighting to predict bug location and then uses a location-based 
approach to recommend assignment of the bug to a developer. 

6.2 Using Neural Networks to Support Software Engi-
neering 

E˙ort estimation is necessary for planning and managing a software project. 
Choetkiertikul et al. [9] utilizes deep learning with long short-term memory 
and recurrent highway network to facilitate e˙ort estimation for agile projects. 
They use deep learning to model and predict estimations of story points, a 
unit of measure for the e˙ort to complete a user story or resolve an issue. 

Developers often need to utilize APIs to implement functionality, but it can 
be a signifcant obstacle to deal with unfamiliar libraries or frameworks. Gu 
et al. [17] utilize RNN Encoder-Decoder for a deep learning approach called 
DeepAPI. DeepAPI allows a natural language query to accurately generate a 
relevant API sequence. 

Online developer forums are full of individual units of programmer knowl-
edge that have potential to be linked for being related, duplicates, etc. Xu et 
al. [52] utilize word embeddings and convolutional neural networks for a deep 
learning based approach to semantically linking knowledge units on Stack-
Overfow that outperforms traditional methods. Fu et al. [13] follow up this 
approach with a di˙erential evolution approach that achieve similar results 
on the scale of minutes rather than hours with the deep learning approach. 
They show that deep learning may provide benefts for software engineering 
but simpler or faster methods should still be considered. 

6.3 Non-IR-Based Bug Report Handling 

Information retrieval approaches are not the only way to try handling bug 
reports. There are approaches that are not IR-based or augment/combine 
with IR to accomplish bug report handling tasks. Cleve et al. [10] focus 
on cause transitions to fnd locations of defects. Dit et al. [12] utilizes web 
mining algorithms to analyze execution information. Poshyvanyk et al. [44, 45] 
have utilized both Formal Concept Analysis and scenario-based probabilistic 
ranking of events. Liu et al. [36] uses a model based on pattern evaluation 
between correct and incorrect runs to quantify bug-relevance. Jin et al. [24] 
used synthesized passing and failing executions to perform fault localization. 
Le et al [33, 3] utilizes approaches of program spectra analysis to fnd suspicious 
words and invariant mining. Jones et al. [25] implements Tarantula approach 
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of generating likelihood/suspicion for each statement of source code using the 
code entities executed by passing and failing test cases. 

Conclusions and Future Work 
This paper introduces using Recurrent Neural Network for classifying a bug 
report as either “predictable” or “unpredictable”. Evaluation results show that 
our classifcation model marginally helps flter out “unpredictable” reports and 
improves the ranking performance of a state-of-the-art IR system on software 
bug locating. Among di˙erent classifcation models, the RNN model achieves 
the best trade-o˙ between precision and recall. While our approach helps IR-
based bug locating, we observe the decrease of F1-Measure and the increase of 
F0.5-Measure. Also, di˙erent threshold value for softmax model does not have 
much relevance with the output. Therefore, we conclude that if precision and 
recall are given equal preference, our classifcation model would not be helpful. 
However, in the situation that precision is more important than recall, our 
classifcation model marginally helps while keeping a certain trade-o˙ between 
recall. 

In the future work, we will test the e˙ectiveness of our approach using more 
IR-based bug locating systems on more software projects. In parallel, we plan 
to explore alternative methods like sent2vec [43] for converting bug report into 
vector representations. Beside, we also plan to manually review di˙erent bug 
reports to get insights of what type of quality make a report to be helpful to 
an IR system. Also, we plan to create features that e˙ectively represent the 
quality of bug reports and combine them with neural-network-based features 
for more precise classifcation. 
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	Introduction and Background 
	Introduction and Background 
	Asoftwarebug report isa descriptivedocumentusedto recordthe scenarioof a software product’s unexpectedbehaviors. It provides information for developers to fnd the cause, whichis usually a coding mistake called bug or defect [8]. Duringa software product’s life cycle, the development team will usually receive a large number of bug reports. Upon receiving a bug report, the assignee will usually use the report information to reproduce the problem [31] andperform code review [4] to locate the bug, which canbe t
	-
	-

	To help developers alleviate such tedious e˙ort, several Information Retrieval (IR)-based automatic approaches have recently been proposed to reduce the bug-search space from the whole source code repository, which may contain thousands of fles, to a relatively smaller range (e.g., a list of several highly recommended fles). For example, Lam et al. [28] and Huo et al. [22, 23] use Deep Neural Networks (DNN) to learn how to relate source code fles to bug reports. Ye et al. [55, 54] develop a learning-to-rank 
	-
	-

	These IR-based approaches, unlike some other specturm-based approaches [10, 12, 44, 45, 36, 24, 3, 33, 25] that use runtime execution information to locate bugs, do not require running test cases. However,because they rely on thebugreport content,the uneven qualityofbugreports canbeanimpediment to theperformance. 
	According toa user studyby Bettenburg et al. [6], in which they receive responses from 446 developers, thereis usuallya mismatchbetween what developers consider more helpful and what is provided in the bug reports. The quality of bug report contents can vary remarkably. Bug reports may provide insuÿcient or inadequate information for developers to fnd the cause [6, 26, 19]. On the other hand, some bug reports can be helpful to developers for manual searching but not for IR-based approaches. Take Eclipse bug
	-
	-
	-
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	-
	-
	-
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	https://bugs.eclipse.org/bugs/show_bug.cgi?id=305571 https://lucene.apache.org/core/2_9_4/scoring.html 
	1
	2

	source fles for this report, the buggy fle was ranked much lower than some irrelevant fles such as FormPage.java and FormEditor.java that have greater lexical similaritywith the report. 
	As such, for low-qualityreports and reports that do not semantically relate to the actual bug, instead of running an IR-based ranking system to obtain incorrect recommendations,keeping silent can reduce falsepositives and increase the average ranking precision. 
	-

	Kim et al. [26] proposed a two-phase model that frst classifes bug reports into either “predictable” or “defcient” and then locates bugs for only “predictable” reports. Their model uses fxed buggy fles as labels and applies NaïveBayesto classifya “predictable”reportwithaspecifclabel(buggyfle). However, if a new buggy fle has not been fxed before, it would not be considered asa label and hence cannot notbelocated. Despiteof this problem, Kim’swork inspire us to,before applying aspecifc IR-based system to fnd
	-
	-

	This paper proposesa pre-fltering approach using Recurrent Neural Network to classifybug reports as either “predictable” or “unpredictable”. A Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)-based network [18] for learning features from sequencedata. We use RNN to learn frombug reports and their vector representations, which then serve as input features to a Softmax layer for classifcation. If a bug report is classifed as “predictable”,we usean existing IR-based systemtohelplocatethebug, o
	-
	-
	-

	We test our classifcation approach over 11,000 bug reports from three large-scaleopen source Java projects. Experiments show that, undera tradeo˙ between the classifcation recall and precision, our approach can help an IR-based bug-locating system achievebetter ranking result. We alsoperform evaluations on comparing RNN model with Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [34],multilayerperceptron [20], anda simple baseline approachclassifying a bug report based on its length with the assumption that larger content
	-
	-

	The main contributions of this paper include: a bug report pre-fltering model to flter out “unpredictable” reportsbefore running an IR-based system for buglocating; an adaptation of LSTM in the task of bug report classifcation; extensive evaluations to compare the e˙ectiveness of LSTM with CNN, multilayerperceptron, anda simple baseline approach. 
	-

	The restof this paperis structured as follows. Section2 draws anoverall picture of pre-work: the pre-fltering model for bug locating. Section3details the adaptation of Recurrent Neural Network for bug report classifcation. Sec
	-

	Figure
	Figure 1: High level architecture: pre-flteringbefore ranking. 
	tion4introduces CNN,multilayerperceptron, andasimple baseline approach used for comparisons. Section 5 presents the result and evaluation analysis. Thepaper endsin Section6with futureworkand conclusion remark. 
	2 Pre-work: Bug Report Pre-Filtering 
	2 Pre-work: Bug Report Pre-Filtering 
	Figure 1 shows the high level architecture of the bug report pre-fltering approach. When a new bug report is received, it will frst be classifed by a classifcation model into one of the two categories: “predictable” and “unpredictable”. A “predictable” report is considered as informative and helpful to an IR-based ranking system for bug locating. It serves as input to the ranking system, which uses the report content to rank all the source code fles and recommend the top ranked ones as “buggy” to developers
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-


	3 Bug Report Classifcation using RNN 
	3 Bug Report Classifcation using RNN 
	The architecture of the classifcation model is shown in Figure 2. Given a bug report, it takes as input the vector representations of words in the report to a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) implemented with LSTM units. The outputoftheLSTMunitatthelasttimestepisfedintoafully connectedlayer, followedbythe Softmax model that produces the categorical distribution. 
	The following subsections detail each step of this process. 
	Figure
	Figure 2: Bug-report classifcation architecture: using LSTM. 
	3.1 From Bug Report to Bug Report Matrix 
	3.1 From Bug Report to Bug Report Matrix 
	Given a bug report, its summary and its description are concatenated into one document. Punctuation and numerical numbers are removed. Then the textis splitbywhite space anda bag-of-words T of the document is obtained: T =(w1,w2,w3, ...wN ), where wi is a word token in the report and N is the total number of words. 
	wi is represented witha d-dimensionalvectorof real numbers wi called word embedding that captures some contextual semantic meanings [35]. We use Mikolov’s Skip-gram model [32] to learn word embeddings with size of 100 on the Wikipedia data dumps. Those unseen words, that are notin the Wikivocabulary, are representedbyusingavectorthat all 100 elements are randomly generated within the range of (−1, 1). 
	Next, every word token 
	-
	3 

	Bug reports mayhave di˙erent lengths. RNN can work on variable-length sequence input. However, when we train and update the LSTM network, we use multiple bug reports (e.g., 64) in a mini-batch to compute the gradient of the cost function at each step. For simplicity, we set a fxed size of 100 to all 
	https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/ 
	3

	Figure
	Figure 3: An LSTM Network. 
	thebugreportsso thata training batch canbe representedby asingle tensor in theTensorFlow implementation of RNN.A bug report with less than 100 words willbe paddedwith zerovectors. 
	4

	Then the original bag-of-words T of a bug report is converted into a matrix of real numbers: M∈ R, where M =(w1, w2, w3, ..., w100) and wi ∈ Ris the embedding of word wi. We call this matrix a bug report matrix that serves as input to the LSTM network. 
	100x100
	100 

	3.2 From Bug Report Matrix to Feature Vector 
	3.2 From Bug Report Matrix to Feature Vector 
	An LSTM network is a RNN using LSTM units in the hidden layer, where an LSTM unit is composed of a memory cell and three multiplicative gates (an input gate, an output gate, and a forget gate)[18]. An LSTM (memory) cell ct ∈ Ris a m-dimensional vector that stores m values (states) of the hidden layer at time step t. The three multiplicative gates are used to control the memory of the hidden states and the update of the output. RNNs allow information(weightsof connectionsbetween the input and the hiddenlayer
	m 

	The LSTM network takes the bug report matrix M as a time series input (from w1 to w100). At each time step, as shown Figure 3, an embedding wi is fed into the LSTM network, where the output hi ∈ Rof an LSTM unit is determined based on three types of input: the current embedding wi ∈ R, the previous LSTM output hi−1 ∈ R, and the content of the memory cell ci−1 ∈ Rfrom the previous time step, where m is the number of hidden units (states) in the memory cell. 
	m 
	100 
	m
	m 

	In this paper, the output of the LSTM unit from the last time step h100 ∈ Ris used as the fnal output h of the LSTM network. It is a feature vector representation of the original bug report that captures the structural and semantic dependencies. 
	m 
	-

	https://www.tensorfow.org/tutorials/recurrent 
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	3.3 From Feature Vector to Categorical Distribution 
	3.3 From Feature Vector to Categorical Distribution 
	The output of the LSTM network h ∈ Ris fed into a fully connected layer with rectifer (ReLU) [41] activation function. 
	m 

	x = max(f, 0), f = Uh + b (1) 
	T 

	The output x ∈ Rof the fully connected layer is shown in Equation 1, where U ∈ Ris the weighting matrix initialized using the Glorot uniform scheme [15], b ∈ Ris the bias, and n =2 is the number of categories. It serves as input to a Softmax model. 
	n 
	mxn 
	n 

	Softmax normalizes x ∈ Rinto a new n-dimensional vector y˜with real numbers in the range [0, 1]. The elements of y˜sum up to 1. So it canbe used as the categorical (probability) distribution over all the possible categories: “predictable” and “unpredictable”. 
	n 

	exp(vix) 
	T 

	y˜i = P (r ∈ i|x)= σ(vx)= P,i ∈ [1, 2] (2) exp(vkx) 
	i
	T 
	2 
	k=1 
	T 

	Given x, the probabilityof the icategory for bug report r is denoted in Equation 2, where v is the weighting vector. 
	th 

	Finally, the bug report is classifed to the category with the largest probability value. 
	-


	3.4 Model Training 
	3.4 Model Training 
	Parameters of the LSTM network, fully connected layer, and the Softmax model are trained on minimizing the cross-entropy error usingAdam (adaptive moment estimation) optimizer [27]. 
	X 
	n

	X 
	J(w)= (yi log ˜yi + (1 − yi) log(1 − y˜i)) (3) r∈Ri=1 
	yi is the obi ry˜i is the estimated probability, R denotes a training batch. 
	The cross-entropycost function is shown in Equation 3, where 
	-
	served probabilityof category 
	for bug report 
	, 

	Before training, the trainingset is split into small batches. During training, the models are updated using the gradient of the cost function computed over a mini-batch set. Usingbatches improves training eÿciency, helps avoidlocal minima, and achievesbetter convergence [16]. 
	One cycle (a forward pass and a backward pass) through all the training data is called an epoch. Let T denotes the training set and R be a mini-batch, the number of batches is num_batches = |T ||R|. So each epoch updates the models num_batches times . 
	−1 

	The models are trained over a maximum 500 epochs with an earlier stopping criterion, which deems convergence when seeing a certain number (e.g., 
	-

	10)of continuousperformance degrade on thevalidation dataset. To achieve more robust convergence, we also applythe variational dropout technique [14] during training, which reduces over-fttings by randomly cleaning up some input, output, and hidden units. 



	Bug Report Classifcation using CNN, Multilayer Perceptron, and a Simple Baseline 
	Bug Report Classifcation using CNN, Multilayer Perceptron, and a Simple Baseline 
	-

	This section introduces bug report classifcation using Convolutional Neural Network (CNN),multilayerperceptron, anda simple baseline approach for comparisons with using RNN. 
	4.1 CNN for Bug Report Classifcation 
	4.1 CNN for Bug Report Classifcation 
	ACNN is a deep feedforward neural network composed of one or more convolutional layers with subsamplings (poolings) [34]. Unlike RNNS that memorize the past and use the previous output to update the currentstates, information in CNNs passes through in one direction and never go back. While LSTM networks arepowerful for learning long-termdependencies from time series, CNNs learndependencies from spatiallocalityandwork e˙ectively on 2-D structure (e.g., image) [47]. 
	-
	-

	Figure4showstheoverall architectureofusingCNNforbugreport classifcation. In this paper, we use a CNN with two convolution layers with max poolings followed by two fully connected layers with sigmoid the activation function. It takes as input a bug report matrix M∈ Ras described in Section 3.1. The frst convolutional layer uses eight fxed-size (5x5) flters to perform convolution operations over the input matrix and outputs the same number of feature maps. A maxpooling layer reduces the size of the feature ma
	-
	100x100 

	We use the same training procedure as discussed in Section3.4to train the models (CNNand Softmax)byminimizing the cross-entropycost functionper mini-batch over a maximum 500 epochs with an early stopping criterion. 
	Figure
	Figure 4: Bug-report classifcation architecture: using CNN. 
	4.2 Multilayer Perceptron for Bug Report Classifcation 
	4.2 Multilayer Perceptron for Bug Report Classifcation 
	Amultilayerperceptronisa feedforward neural network that projects data from the input layer to a linear separable space through multiple hidden layers with activation functions [20]. 
	f1(x)= G1(W1x + b1),f2(x)= G2(W2f1(x)+ b2), ... (4) 
	Given input x, the output fi(x) of the ihidden layer is shown in Equation 4, where Wi and bi are the weights matrix and bias, Gi is the activation function. 
	th 
	-

	Weuseamultilayerperceptronwiththree hiddenlayersallusing500 computation nodes and sigmoid the activation function. A bug report matrix M is unpacked to a vector that serves as input to the frst hidden layer. The outputof the last hiddenlayeris fedintoa fully connectedlayer followedby a softmax model to estimate the categorical probabilities. 
	-

	The models are trainedbyminimizingthe cross-entropyfunction using the same training scheme as discussed in the previous sections. 

	4.3 A Simple Baseline Approach for Bug Report Classifcation 
	4.3 A Simple Baseline Approach for Bug Report Classifcation 
	-

	We build a simple baseline approach for bug report classifcation based on a simple assumption that longer content of a report contains more helpful information related to the bug. 
	def classify(report, threshold): get the bag-of-words of the report set n = |bag-of-words|if n > threshold: 
	return "predictable” else: return "unpredictable” 
	Figure 5: Classifying a bug report based on its length. 
	The simple baseline approach is shown in Figure 5. If the length of a bug report is greater than a given threshold value, we deem it “predictable”, otherwise, “unpredictable”. 
	Unlike the neural-network approaches taking as input a bug report matrix created using word embeddings, this simple baseline approach uses the raw report as input. Although it does not learn anylexical or semantic meanings, it catchesa simplebutimportant structural information: thereport size. This simple approach is general enough, as a comparison baseline, to work on any types of reports. 



	Evaluation 
	Evaluation 
	This section discusses a set ofextensive experiments to evaluate the e˙ectiveness of the LSTM-based bug report classifcation approach on the bug locating task. Generally, we want to see whether this approach is able to flter out unhelpful bug reports to an IR-based system, whether it helps improve the bug-locatingperformance, what is the trade-o˙between precision and recall, and what is the di˙erence in terms of performance between using di˙erent classifcation models. 
	-

	5.1 IR-based Bug Locating System 
	5.1 IR-based Bug Locating System 
	We usea recentbuglocating systemprovidedbyYeetal. [55]in ourexperimentsbecause: 1)itisan IR-based system;2)it canbe acquired;3)itprovides comparably goodresults with other state-of-the-art systems [28, 29]. This system uses a Learning-to-Rank technique combining Word-Embedding-based features and VSM-based features forbuglocating.Wedenoteit asLRWEin this paper. 
	-
	-

	Table1: BenchmarkProjects:bugreports aresplitintoa testing,avalidation and a training set. 
	Project 
	Project 
	Project 
	Time Range 
	# reports for testing 
	#reports for validation 
	# reports for training 
	total 

	Eclipse Platform UI 
	Eclipse Platform UI 
	2001-10 – 2014-01 
	1,156 
	500 
	2,000 
	3,656 

	SWT 
	SWT 
	2002-02 – 2014-01 
	817 
	500 
	1,500 
	2,817 

	JDT 
	JDT 
	2001-10 – 2014-01 
	632 
	500 
	1,500 
	2,632 



	5.2 Benchmark Datasets 
	5.2 Benchmark Datasets 
	We use the samebenchmark dataset with [54, 55, 28, 29, 11] as shown inTable 1. Totally 9,105 bug reports and the corresponding source code packages from Eclipse Platform UI, SWT, and JDT are checkout and used in our ex-periments.Wesplit thesebugreportsintoa trainingdatasetfor trainingthe classifcation models, a validation dataset for checking whether the models are converged or not, and a testing dataset for providing the testingresult. 
	-


	5.3 Labeling the Data 
	5.3 Labeling the Data 
	Data labeling provides the ground truth for the experiments. The goal of our bug report classifcation is to flter out unhelpful bug reports while keeping the helpful ones to an IR-based bug locating system for improving locating performanceand reducing falsepositives. Sothe assessmentofabugreport’s helpfulness (“predictable” or “unpredictable”), instead ofbeing done manually, shouldbeperformed automaticallybythe IR-based system used in the experiments. 
	-

	Weperform datalabelingbyrunningthechosenbuglocating systemLRWE forallthebugreports. Morespecifcally,foreverybugreport,werunLRWEon the corresponding source code packagechecked out froma commit rightbefore its fx commit. The output of the system is a ranked list of all the source code fles, from which we label the bug report as “predicitable” to the system if at least one buggy fle canbe seen within the top N positions. Otherwise, if the top N fles in the ranked list are all irrelevant fles, we label the bug 
	The output of data labeling is a set of 9,105 bug reports labeled as either “predictable” or “unpredictable” as the ground truth. 

	5.4 Evaluation Metrics 
	5.4 Evaluation Metrics 
	We evaluate our bug report classifcation approach from two perspectives. First,wewantto testits classifcationperformance. Second,wewantto testif 
	We evaluate our bug report classifcation approach from two perspectives. First,wewantto testits classifcationperformance. Second,wewantto testif 
	it can help improve the IR-based bug locating system’s rankingperformance. Sowe run experiments using the following evaluation metrics: 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	true positive : a “predictable” bug report that is also classifed as “predictable” 
	-


	• 
	• 
	false positive : an “unpredictable” bug report that is classifed as “predictable” 
	-


	• 
	• 
	true negative: an “unpredictable” bug report that is also classifed as “unpredictable” 

	• 
	• 
	false negative: a “predictable” bug report that is classifed as “unpredictable” 
	-


	• 
	• 
	Accuracy: a standard metric measuring the correctness of the classif
	-



	cation results. |truepositives| + |true nagatives|
	Accuracy = (5)
	the totally number of instances 
	• Precision: a standard metric measuring the usefulness of the classifca
	-

	tion results. |truepositives|
	P recision = (6)
	|truepositives| + |falsepositives| 
	• Recall: a standard metric measuring the completeness of the classifca
	-

	tion results. |truepositives|
	Recall = (7)
	|truepositives| + |false negatives| 
	• F-Measure: a standard metric combiningboth Precision and Recall to measure the classifcationperformance. 
	P recision · Recall 
	F -Measure = (1+ β) · (8)
	β· P recision + Recall 
	2 

	When we give equal weights to Precision and Recall by setting β =1, we have F1-Measure that is called the harmonic mean of Precision and Recall. When we give more weights to Precision by setting β =0.5, we have F0.5-Measure that considers Precision is more important. 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	MeanAverage Precision(MAP): a standard metric measuring the overall rankingperformanceof anIR system [38]. Itis defned as the meanof theaverageprecisionover all queries. MAPis widely usedin measuring the rankingperformance of IR-based bug locating systems [22, 23, 28, 48, 54,55, 58]. 
	-


	• 
	• 
	Mean Reciprocal Rank(MRR):a metric measuring the rankingperformance of an IR system on the frst recommendation [51]. 
	-



	We useAccuracy, Precision, Recall, F1-Measure and F0.5-Measure to evaluate the bug report classifcation results. We use MAP and MRR to measure the IR system’s ranking results. 
	-


	5.5 Training and Testing Procedure 
	5.5 Training and Testing Procedure 
	Asdiscussedin Section3.4,themodels are trainedovera maximum500epochs with an early stopping criterion. 
	max_epochs = 500 patience = 10 best_accuracy =0 prior_accuracy =0 for(epoch = 0; epoch < max_epoch; epoch++): 
	train the model over all the batches in 
	one cycle run the model on the validation set if Accuracy >best_accuracy: 
	best_accuracy = Accuracy test the model on the testing set patience = 10 
	else if Accuracy > prior_accuracy: patience = 10 
	else: patience = patience -1 if patience <0: 
	return the testing results 
	prior_accuracy = Accuracy test the model on the testing set return the testing results 
	Figure 6: The training and testingprocedure. 
	Figure6 shows thedetails of our training and testing procedure. When the models are trained over every epoch, we test the models on the validation dataset andkeep trackof theperformance. Ifa continuous decreaseof the validationAccuracyis observedover10 times,weassumethemodels are converged and stop the training process. At the end, we report the results on the testing dataset when the models produce thebestvalidationAccuracy. 
	-


	5.6 Tuning the Hyperparameters 
	5.6 Tuning the Hyperparameters 
	We tune models’hyperparameters on thevalidation dataset using the the same 
	procedureas shownin Figure6 but without testing onthe testing set. 
	For LSTM-network, the number of hidden units in the memory cell is set 
	to 32, the dropout rate on the input layer is 0.9, the output dropout rate is 
	0.7, and the learning rate 0.003. 
	For CNN, the frst convolutional layer uses eight flters with size 5x5. The 
	second convolutional layer uses sixteen 5x5 flters. The pooling size is 2x2. 
	The fan-out of the frst fully connected layer is 512. 
	Formultilayerperceptron, all three hiddenlayers use 500internal nodes. 
	The learning rates forboth CNN andperceptron are 0.001. The training 
	batchsize for these three models are all set to 64. 
	The length thresholds of the simple baseline approach are chosen based on 
	itsperformanceonthevalidationsetaswell.Specifcally, wesetthe thresholds 
	tobe 7,6,7 for the threebenchmark projects respectively. 

	5.7 Results and Analysis 
	5.7 Results and Analysis 
	The rest of this section reports results to answer the following research questions. 
	-

	RQ1: Can the LSTM-network approachhelp flter out “unpredictable” bug reports, compared with using other classifcationmodels? 
	-

	RQ2: Can the LSTM-network approachhelp improve the rankingperformance of the IR-based system on bug locating? 
	RQ3: Canwe further increasethe Precision?Ifso,whatisthe trade-o˙between Precision and Recall? 
	5.7.1 RQ1 
	5.7.1 RQ1 
	Can the LSTM-network approach, compared with using other classifcation models, helps flter out “unpredictable” bug reports? 
	To answer the frst researchquestion, we run di˙erent classifcation models 
	on threebenchmarkprojects. The results areshowninTable2, where each 
	column shows the resultsofa model on di˙erent projects. 
	We obtain the following observations from the results: (1) Compared with 
	not doing bug report classifcation, using the LSTM-network approach helps 
	(asPrecision increases) flter out “unpredictable” reports. (2) While the LSTM-
	network increasesthe classifcation precision,itdropsthe recall.Ithelps reduce 
	falsepositives but also reduce truepositives. (3) Using LSTM-network can in
	-

	crease F0.5-Measure but may decrease F1-Measure. If we consider Precision 
	crease F0.5-Measure but may decrease F1-Measure. If we consider Precision 
	Table 2: Classifcation results of using di˙erence models: MLP refers to the multilayerperceptron model, SB refers to the simple baseline approach, and NC (No Classifcation) refers to classifying all the instances (bug reports) as positive (“predictable”). 

	Project 
	Project 
	Project 
	Metric 
	LSTM 
	CNN 
	MLP 
	SB 
	NC 

	Eclipse 
	Eclipse 
	Accuracy 
	0.670 
	0.650 
	0.645 
	0.658 
	0.658 

	Platform 
	Platform 
	Precision 
	0.703 
	0.672 
	0.676 
	0.672 
	0.658 

	UI 
	UI 
	Recall 
	0.862 
	0.901 
	0.884 
	0.939 
	1 

	TR
	F1-Measure 
	0.775 
	0.770 
	0.766 
	0.783 
	0.794 

	TR
	F0.5-Measure 
	0.730 
	0.708 
	0.709 
	0.712 
	0.706 

	SWT 
	SWT 
	Accuracy 
	0.694 
	0.685 
	0.692 
	0.659 
	0.692 

	TR
	Precision 
	0.694 
	0.698 
	0.692 
	0.700 
	0.692 

	TR
	Recall 
	1 
	0.963 
	0.884 
	0.887 
	1 

	TR
	F1-Measure 
	0.819 
	0.809 
	0.783 
	0.783 
	0.818 

	TR
	F0.5-Measure 
	0.739 
	0.738 
	0.738 
	0.731 
	0.738 

	JDT 
	JDT 
	Accuracy 
	0.763 
	0.747 
	0.710 
	0.737 
	0.759 

	TR
	Precision 
	0.762 
	0.761 
	0.758 
	0.761 
	0.759 

	TR
	Recall 
	1 
	0.971 
	0.908 
	0.952 
	1 

	TR
	F1-Measure 
	0.865 
	0.853 
	0.823 
	0.846 
	0.863 

	TR
	F0.5-Measure 
	0.8 
	0.796 
	0.784 
	0.793 
	0.797 


	and Recallareequallyimportant,LSTMmaynothelp.Butifwepreferprecision over recall under a certain trade-o˙ (F0.5-Measure), using LSTM-network helps. (4) Using LSTM-network achievesbetter classifcationperformance than using CNN,multilayerperceptron, and the simple baseline approach. It shows that the long-term dependencies learnedbyLSTM is useful to decide the use-fulnessofabugreportto IT-basedbuglocating.(5)Interestingly,the simple baseline approachprovides comparableperformance with CNN andmultilayer perceptr
	-

	(6)We also observe that theperformance di˙erencebetween LSTM and other models on SWT and JDT, compared with on Eclipse, are marginal. Onepotential reason may be the smaller training size and testing size. But it still producesbetter precisions while evenkeeping the same F1-Measure andbetter F0.5-Measure on thesetwo projects. 
	-

	Overall, the LSTM-network shows better results on the three benchmark projects especially on Eclipse Platform UI. So we answer RQ1 that the LSTM-network approach helps flter out “unpredictable” bug reports under a certain trade-o˙ (F0.5-Measure)between recall. 

	5.7.2 RQ2 
	5.7.2 RQ2 
	Canthe LSTM-networkapproachhelpsimprovetherankingperformanceofthe IR-based system on bug locating? 
	To test whether our approachhelps improve the IR-based system on bug lo
	To test whether our approachhelps improve the IR-based system on bug lo
	-

	Table 3: Bug locating results: SB refers to the simple baseline approach, NC (No Classifcation) refers to classifying all the instances (bug reports) as positive (“predictable”). 

	Project 
	Project 
	Project 
	Metric 
	LSTM 
	SB 
	NC 

	Eclipse Platform UI 
	Eclipse Platform UI 
	MAP MRR Recall F0.5-Measure 
	0.405 0.460 0.862 0.730 
	0.382 0.432 0.939 0.712 
	0.369 0.419 1 0.706 

	SWT 
	SWT 
	MAP MRR Recall F0.5-Measure 
	0.383 0.444 1 0.739 
	0.393 0.455 0.887 0.731 
	0.382 0.443 1 0.738 

	JDT 
	JDT 
	MAP MRR Recall F0.5-Measure 
	0.430 0.521 1 0.8 
	0.425 0.520 0.952 0.793 
	0.425 0.516 1 0.797 


	cating,weapply our LSTM-basedmodelonbugreportsinthe testingdataset and run the IR-based bug locating system LRWE on only the “predictable” reports. Table3showsthe comparison resultswithnotdoingbugreport clasand MRRoverboth the simple baseline approachand not doing classifcation on Eclipse Platform UI.For SWT the JDT, likeinTable3, the advantageis not obvious.Itmaycausedbythe smaller trainingand testing size.Weleaveitto futureworkto collect moredataandperform more fne-grainedtuningofthese twoprojects.Tosavet
	-
	sifcation.We observed anobviousperformance improvementin termsof MAP 

	Our answer to RQ2 is that the LSTM-network approach, under the tradeo˙ (F0.5-Measure)between recall, helps improve the IR-based bug location system’s rankingperformance. 
	-


	5.7.3 RQ3 
	5.7.3 RQ3 
	Can we further increase the Precision? If so, what is the trade-of between Recall? 
	As discussed in Section 3.3, a bug report is classifed to a category based on its categorical probabilities, which are computed as outputbythe Softmax model. That is, based on the output of Softmax, we classify a report as “predictable” when P (“predictable) >P (“unpredictable) even the di˙erence is marginal. 
	00
	00

	To further increase the classifcationprecision, instead of classifying a re
	To further increase the classifcationprecision, instead of classifying a re
	-

	port to the category with larger probability,weperform classifcation usinga fxed value as the threshold. That is, we classify a bug report as “predictable” if P (“predictable) > threshold and “unpredictable” otherwise. Our assumption is that the bigger threshold the more confdence of the model in classifying a report as “predictable”. 
	00


	We run experiments using di˙erent classifcation models on the Eclipse Platform UI project by tuning the probability threshold from 0 to 1. For the simple baseline approach, we tune the length as the the threshold. Then we draw a learning curve for each evaluation metric. The learning curves are shown in Figure 7 for LSTM, Figure 8 for CNN, Figure 9 for multilayer perceptron, and Figure 10 for the simplebaseline approach. 
	An overall observation from the results is that the precision increases when we increase the threshold, but the recall drops. When we give more preference to precision,we observe that theF0.5-Measure value also increase. 
	Morespecifcally,taketheLSTM resultshowninFigure7for example,both Precision and F0.5-Measure increase with the probabilitythreshold. When the thresholdissetto0,which meansno classifcationsatall,the Precisionis0.658 andthe F0.5-Measureis 0.706. Afterwe increasethethresholdto0.5,we obtain Then we continue to increase the probability threshold. When the threshold increases to 0.8, which means that we classify a bug report as “predictable” only when P (“predictable) > 0.8, the Precision also increases from 0.703
	the resultshowninTable2, where Precisionis 0.703and F0.5-Measureis0.73. 
	00

	Next,toget more insightsintothedi˙erencebetweenmodels,we compare the changes of precision over the changes of recall in Figure 11, from which we clearlyobserve that the LSTM-network (RNN)model achievesbetterperformance in terms of Precision than other modelsbefore the Recall drops too much. We also observe that CNN gives better Precision when Recall drops below 0.5 that is too low tobe useful. 
	-

	In summary, we answer RQ3 that we can further increase the Precision while keeping a certain trade-o˙ (in terms of F0.5-Measure) between recall. The LSTM-network achieves thebest trade-o˙between Precision and Recall. 
	Figure
	Figure 7: Learning curves for LSTM. 
	Figure
	Figure 8: Learning curves for CNN. 
	Figure
	Figure9: Learning curves formultilayerperceptron. 
	Figure
	Figure 10: Learning curves for the simple baseline approach. 
	Figure 10: Learning curves for the simple baseline approach. 


	Figure
	Figure 11: Precision vs. Recall. 
	Figure 11: Precision vs. Recall. 




	Related Work 
	Related Work 
	Inthis section,we describeworkinotherareasof IR-basedbugreport handling, other uses of neural networks in software engineering, and briefy touchon non-IR-based approaches to bug report handling. 
	6.1 Bug Report Handling 
	6.1 Bug Report Handling 
	Lam et al. [28]seeks to improve bug report handlingby automatingthe task of associating buggy fles with a bug report. In order to overcome the lexical mismatch problem of the natural language used in bug reports not matching the terms and code tokens in source fles, they combined rSVM information retrievalwith deep neural networks to associate terms inbug reports to terms in source fles. Their resulting model, DnnLoc, is able to suggest likely source code fles that contain the bug described in a bug report.
	Huoet al. [22,23] proposea coupleof approachestolocalize buggy source flesfromabugreport.Theyfrstproposeanovelconvolutional neuralnetwork NP-CNN that leverages the structural information of source code in addition to the lexical information to accomplish this task. They follow with another model LS-CNN that combines CNN and LSTM to additionally utilize the sequential information of source code. 
	Ye et al. [55, 54] develops a learning-to-rank model to combine various features for ranking source fles for bug reports. The model is trained using source code contents, API descriptions of the code, bug-fxing history, and the codechangehistory informationof previously solvedbugreports.Furtherwork 
	Ye et al. [55, 54] develops a learning-to-rank model to combine various features for ranking source fles for bug reports. The model is trained using source code contents, API descriptions of the code, bug-fxing history, and the codechangehistory informationof previously solvedbugreports.Furtherwork 
	to bridge the lexical gapbetween bug reports and source fleswas done using word embeddings to train a model to estimate semantic similarities between bug reports, source code, and API/reference documents. 

	Zhouetal.[58] implementedBugLocatorthatlocatesflesbasedonrankingbytextual similarityofbugreportsand sourcecodeusinga revisedVector SpaceModel(rSVM). Saharetal.[48]outperformsBugLocatorwithBLUiR that uses structural information of code to enable more accurate bug localization. 
	-
	-

	Kim et al. [26] apply Naïve Bayes to localize source code fles for a bug report based on previously fxed fles as labels. In order to improve localization accuracy, they add an initial phase where bug reports are classifed to predictable or defcient based on prediction history of resolved bug reports. Defcientbugreports are notlocalizedtocodetoavoid misleading recommendations. 
	-
	-

	Lukinset al. [37] usea Latent Dirichlet Allocation(LDA) based technique thatis accurateand scaleablefor automaticbuglocalization. Nguyenetal. [42] uses the shared technical aspects in the text of bug reports and corresponding source code to implement a LDA based system BugScout to correlate reports to buggy code. 
	Rao et al. [46] compared Unigram Model,Vector Space Model, Latent Semantic Analysis Model, Latent Dirichlet Allocation Model, and Cluster Based Document Model for bug localization. They found that more sophisticated models (LDA, LSA, CBDM) did not outperform simpler text models (UM, VSM). 
	-

	Determining the severityof bug reports automatically is another area where handling of bug reports can be improved. Lamkanf et at. [30] use a Naïve Bayes based approach to investigate if severity can be accurately predicted. They conclude thata suÿcient training set can achieve reasonableprediction accuracy. Zhang et al. [56] describe a system to fnd similar historical bug reports utilizing a modifed REP algorithm and K-Nearest Neighbor. Then, an improvedperformance severityprediction algorithm is developed
	Another direction for reducing e˙ort of handling bug reports is to automate triage of bug reports to developer(s) that are likely to resolve them. Anvik et al. [1, 2] used support vector machines and other machine learning approaches to implement developer recommending models achieving varying degrees of precision. Hu et al. [21] implement recommendation methodcalled Bug Fixer that utilizes historic information of source code components where developers havehave fxedbugs previously. Zhangetal. [57] implement
	Another direction for reducing e˙ort of handling bug reports is to automate triage of bug reports to developer(s) that are likely to resolve them. Anvik et al. [1, 2] used support vector machines and other machine learning approaches to implement developer recommending models achieving varying degrees of precision. Hu et al. [21] implement recommendation methodcalled Bug Fixer that utilizes historic information of source code components where developers havehave fxedbugs previously. Zhangetal. [57] implement
	et al. [53] use a model of instance selection and feature selection determined by historic bug data sets to reduce data scale and improve accuracy of bug triage. Shokripour et al. [49] uses an approachthat uses noun extraction and simple term weighting to predict bug location and then uses a location-based approach to recommend assignment of the bug to a developer. 


	6.2 Using Neural Networks to Support Software Engineering 
	6.2 Using Neural Networks to Support Software Engineering 
	-

	E˙ort estimation is necessary for planning and managing a software project. Choetkiertikul et al. [9] utilizes deep learning with long short-term memory and recurrent highwaynetwork to facilitate e˙ort estimation for agile projects. They use deep learning to model and predict estimations of story points, a unit of measure for the e˙ort to complete a user story or resolve an issue. 
	Developers often need to utilize APIs to implementfunctionality, but it can be a signifcant obstacle to deal with unfamiliar libraries or frameworks. Gu et al. [17] utilize RNN Encoder-Decoder for a deep learning approach called DeepAPI. DeepAPI allows a natural language query to accurately generate a relevant API sequence. 
	Online developer forums are full of individual units of programmer knowledge that havepotential tobe linked forbeing related, duplicates, etc. Xu et al. [52] utilize word embeddings and convolutional neural networks for a deep learning based approach to semantically linking knowledge units on Stack-Overfowthat outperforms traditional methods.Fuet al. [13] followupthis approach with a di˙erential evolution approach that achieve similar results on the scale of minutes rather than hours with the deep learning a
	-


	6.3 Non-IR-Based Bug Report Handling 
	6.3 Non-IR-Based Bug Report Handling 
	Information retrieval approaches are not the only way to try handling bug reports. There are approaches that are not IR-based or augment/combine with IR to accomplish bug report handling tasks. Cleve et al. [10] focus on cause transitions to fnd locations of defects. Dit et al. [12] utilizes web mining algorithms to analyze execution information. Poshyvanyk et al. [44, 45] have utilized both Formal Concept Analysis and scenario-based probabilistic ranking of events. Liu et al. [36] uses a model based on pat
	Information retrieval approaches are not the only way to try handling bug reports. There are approaches that are not IR-based or augment/combine with IR to accomplish bug report handling tasks. Cleve et al. [10] focus on cause transitions to fnd locations of defects. Dit et al. [12] utilizes web mining algorithms to analyze execution information. Poshyvanyk et al. [44, 45] have utilized both Formal Concept Analysis and scenario-based probabilistic ranking of events. Liu et al. [36] uses a model based on pat
	of generating likelihood/suspicion for each statement of source code using the code entities executedbypassing and failing test cases. 




	Conclusions and Future Work 
	Conclusions and Future Work 
	This paper introduces using Recurrent Neural Network for classifying a bug report as either “predictable” or “unpredictable”. Evaluation results show that our classifcation model marginally helps flter out “unpredictable” reports and improves the rankingperformance ofa state-of-the-artIR system on software bug locating. Among di˙erent classifcation models, the RNN model achieves thebest trade-o˙between precision and recall. While our approachhelps IR-based bug locating, we observe the decrease of F1-Measure a
	In the future work, we will test the e˙ectiveness of our approachusing more to explore alternative methods like sent2vec [43] for converting bug report into vector representations. Beside, we also plan to manually review di˙erent bug reportstoget insightsof whattypeof qualitymakeareporttobe helpfulto an IR system. Also, we plan to create features that e˙ectively represent the quality of bug reports and combine them with neural-network-based features for moreprecise classifcation. 
	IR-basedbuglocating systemson more softwareprojects.In parallel,weplan 
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